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Introduction and Background

In our previous work [7] and [8], we described the motivation and the outline
for a new CLEF evaluation lab. The Living Labs for Academic Search (LiLAS)
lab fosters the discussion, research, and evaluation of academic search systems
by applying the concept of living labs to the domain of academic search [9].
This extended abstract summarizes the main ideas and contributions discussed
in these previous articles.
The timeless challenge of Academic Search that the field of Information Retrieval has been dealing with for many years is more relevant than ever. With
the rise of the COVID-19 pandemic it gained new momentum in the IR community with Initiatives like TREC COVID. However, test collections and specialized data sets like CORD-19 only allow for system-oriented experiments, while
the evaluation of algorithms in real-world environments is only available to researchers from industry. In LiLAS, we open up two academic search platforms
to allow participating researchers to evaluate their systems in a Docker-based
research environment.
The need for innovation in academic search is shown by the stagnating system
performance in controlled evaluation campaigns, as demonstrated in TREC and
CLEF meta-evaluation studies [10,1]. User studies in real systems of scientific
information and digital libraries show similar conditions. Although massive data
collections of scientific documents are available in platforms like arXiv, PubMed,
or other digital libraries, central user needs and requirements remain unsatisfied.
The central mission is to find both relevant and high-quality documents - if possible, directly on the first result page. Besides this ad-hoc retrieval problem,
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other tasks such as the recommendation of relevant cross-modality content including research data sets or specialized tasks like expert finding are not even
considered here. On top of that, relevance in academic search is multi-layered [4]
and a topic that drives research communities like the Bibliometrics-enhanced
Information Retrieval (BIR) workshops [5]. CLEF and TREC hosted the Living
Labs for Information Retrieval (LL4IR) and Open Search (TREC-OS) initiatives
[2] that are the predecessors of LiLAS.
The goal of LiLAS is to expand the knowledge on improving the search for
academic resources such as literature, research data, and the interlinking between
these resources. LiLAS cooperates with two academic search systems providers
from Life Sciences and Social Sciences. Both system providers support LiLAS
by allowing participants of the lab to employ experimental search components
into their production online systems. We will have access to the click logs of
these systems and use them to employ A/B tests or more complex interleaving
experiments. Our living lab platform STELLA makes this possible by bringing
platform operators and researchers together and providing a methodological and
technical framework for online experiments [3].
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Evaluation Infrastructure

We use STELLA as our living lab evaluation infrastructure. STELLA is aiming
to make it easier to evaluate academic retrieval information and recommendation
systems [3]. Figure 1 shows an overview of how the steps flow from a researcher’s
or developer’s idea to the evaluation feedback so the changes can be tuned and
improved. It all starts with an idea, for instance adding synonyms to the keywords used by an end-user when searching for information. Developers will work
on a modified version of the production system, including that change they want
to analyze. Whenever an end-user goes to the system, everything will look as
usual. Once the search keywords are introduced, STELLA will show end-users
some results from the experimental system and some results from the regular
production system. End-users will continue their regular interaction with the system. Based on the retrieved documents and the following interaction, STELLA
will create an evaluation profile together with some statistics. Researchers and
developers will then analyze STELLA’s feedback and will react accordingly to
get the usage level they are aiming at.
STELLA’s infrastructure relies on the container virtualization environment
Docker [6], making it easier for STELLA to run multiple experimental systems,
i.e., a multi-container environment, and compare them to each other and the production system as well. The core component in STELLA is a central Application
Public Interface (API) connecting data and content providers with experimental systems, a.k.a. participant systems or participants, encapsulated as Docker
containers. Further information can be found at the project website4 , including
some technical details via a series of blogs published regularly.
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https://stella-project.org/

Fig. 1. STELLA workflow, an online living lab supporting testing from ideas
to evaluation: Participants package their systems with the help of Docker containers
that are deployed in the backend of academic information retrieval and recommendation
systems. Users interact directly with the system, with a percentage diverted to the
experimental features. Researchers and developers retrieve results and deliver feedback
to tune and improve changes.
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Conclusion and Outlook

Currently, STELLA supports two main tasks: ad-hoc retrieval and recommendation, both of them used within LiLAS. The two academic search systems LIVIVO
and GESIS Search are from the two disjoint scientific domains life sciences and
social sciences and include different metadata on research articles, data sets, and
many other entities. For the next CLEF lab in 2021 we will focus on (1) ad-hoc
retrieval for life science documents and (2) research data recommendations on
social science topics. These tasks allow us to use the different data types available
in the platforms and offer participants the unique opportunity for their solutions
to be tested in real-time environments.
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